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The Selfishness
vs. Selflessness
of Leadership
By Jamison V. Kovach
Have you ever felt that you had to be a little
(or a lot) selfish to get ahead—to accomplish
things, earn credit, and become viewed as
a valuable asset within your organization?
But then, perhaps later in your career,
you’re asked to serve in a leadership role
where you’re expected to be selfless—to put
others’ needs before your own and advocate
for what’s best for the people in your
organization, division, department, or work
group (Sinek, 2014). It makes me wonder—
is this just crazy-making? Or is there a
disconnect within the leadership development
pipeline of many organizations today?
While succession-planning efforts within
many organizations involve working to
identify individuals who truly have an
unselfish desire to serve in leadership roles,
could the systems within our organizations be
making this type of leader hard to find? That
is, do the evaluation and recognition systems
built into our organizations truly support
selflessness? Or do they, intentionally or
unintentionally, encourage selfishness? Often
we say we want leaders who are effective at:
• resolving conflict
• negotiating
• communicating
• collaborating
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• developing talent

• building consensus
• managing teams
Hence, taking a good look at what it really
takes to get to the top could be an eyeopening experience for many organizations.
Because “you only get what you reward” and
“you can only manage what you measure,”
the question many organizations should be
asking is, “Are the type of leaders we want
well-aligned with the type of leaders our
systems are cultivating?”
The reality is that evaluation and recognition
systems used in organizations today come
in all shapes and sizes. Many are performed
annually, but some are more frequent. In
addition to having a manager review the
employee’s performance, some evaluations
ask employees to review themselves.
Others take a more comprehensive look
at performance from all levels—above,
horizontal, and below the employee’s level.
Regardless of the frequency and complexity
of the evaluation process, it’s what these
processes are evaluating that really matters.
Are they evaluating and rewarding individual
performance or team performance? Many
often focus on individual performance;
however, if the process claims to focus on
team performance, are evaluations still being
performed for each individual employee?
And is the focus actually centered on the
(The S elfishness

vs .

S elflessness of Leadership,
continued on page 4)
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Chair’s Message
By Jerry Rice
The Quality Management Division has really started focusing
our efforts on content in earnest during the fourth quarter. Our
MyASQ community is set up with resources for each item in
the Body of Knowledge (BoK), and our content management
committees are forming around their respective BoK areas. We
have a team working diligently on a new edition of the Certified
Manager of Quality/ Organizational Excellence Handbook based
on the newly revised Body of Knowledge.
The Quality Management Body of Knowledge is set up in the
QMD Community in MyASQ. Placeholders and additional
resources have been set up for each item in the Body of Knowledge
open to all QMD members. This is just the beginning of the
content that will be available as we build our resources on MyASQ.
A resource has been set up for each of the 80 items in the Quality
Management Body of Knowledge. Each resource has up to a
5000-character description, with integrated links to access even
more content. Each resource also holds up to ten files that can be
up/downloaded. These files include papers, video presentations,
tools, and learning modules. There is space for two dedicated links
for each resource as well.
When you add it all up, at a minimum the Quality Management
Division has the capacity for 400,000 characters, 800 files, and 160
dedicated links to cover the entire Quality Management Body of
Knowledge. All of this is available from one search. MyASQ has
three public technical communities online so far. The potential
richness of content on MyASQ is immense once there are 20 or so
interconnected ASQ technical communities on this platform—all
with a single search function. It’s truly mind-boggling.
While the current MyASQ platform is functional in its present
state, there are many improvements that will be needed over time.
There has to be a balance between adding new communities and
refining platform features. The addition of communities should
take priority. Please be patient as this platform gets built out, and
check back often. I think you will be pleasantly surprised.
When you put this massive potential for content into practice,
there ends up being a huge need for resources to manage all of this
content. It isn’t just a matter of loading up a bunch of stuff and
forgetting about it. The content should be reviewed and approved
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by subject matter experts prior to being uploaded. There is also a
need to maintain content to ensure it is current and relevant. There
is an ongoing resource need.
The Quality Management Division has begun recruiting subject
matter experts for Content Management Committees (CMC) to
fill this need. These teams will manage and curate content to the
Quality Management Body of Knowledge. While much of their
work will be to build out content on MyASQ, they also work with
our education subcommittee on learning content and webinars, our
conference subcommittee providing speakers and presenters, and
our publications subcommittee for articles and books.
The QMD Content Management Committees will also be
coordinating with other ASQ technical communities and linking
to other content where appropriate to fill out the Quality
Management BoK. These teams of subject matter experts will
coordinate with the QBOK staff and peer group to contribute to
the Quality Management portion of QMBoK.
We have an ongoing need for subject matter experts to fill out
the QMD Content Management Committees. There are seven
committees (one for each section of the BoK) with five to eight
SMEs on each team. If you are a QMD member and interested in
becoming a member of a CMC, please reach out to the appropriate
CMC leader in the link below:
Quality Management Division Content Management Committee –
Volunteer Information Kit: http://send.asq.org/link.cfm?r=
RiR8Eq7EubsGOcBPLZ9w4Q~~&pe=KpY0no2fLy8nJHLQt2eAm
CY01jOCWX9IAyOs1glWkqb6rQIZd2eb7KtgvCo4SvuIdyr64j
Qqw_mhaSVHiATdAg~~&t=h3vXgHC7frKDprCDIsL7pg~~
You will be hearing more about both MyASQ and our Content
Management Committees over the next year. ASQ and the Quality
Management Division are going through some big changes. Our
goal is to provide you valuable knowledge that will help both you in
your career and the organizations with which you are associated.
Best regards,
Jerry Rice
Chair
ASQ Quality Management Division

Winter 2018
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Editor’s Notes
By Sandy L. Furterer
The Winter QMF 2018 issue, our fourth
and final one of the year, shares great
quality management content to provide
warmth as winter begins to creep into the
cold-weather climates.
Our first article, “The Selfishness vs.
Selflessness of Leadership,” by Jamison
V. Kovach, very successfully articulates
how our organizations’ evaluation and
recognition systems may be encouraging
selfishness rather than the selflessness that
excellent leadership requires. Our second
article, “Maximize ROI of Coaching and
Training with Methodical Curriculum
Design,” by Susan L. Power, describes
how to maximize Return on Investment
(ROI) for dollars spent on training. She
provides examples of how organizations
can measure ROI based on their training
programs. Power also discusses how best to
design a curriculum based on the ADDIE
Framework. Our third article, “Measuring
Strategic Outcomes,” by Russell Roberson,
discusses the SWEATT model that can
drive and measure strategic decision
making. He explains how the SWEATT

model differs from the traditional SWOT
analysis by establishing measurement for
each criterion and a movement point for
each criterion and action. Our last article,
“Lean Six Sigma: Application to Daily
Life,” by George Aghamba, describes
how Lean Six Sigma can be applied in
the context of our personal lives. The
article discusses the application of the
Lean 5S tool to eliminate wastes in our
home environment.

special feature “Coach’s Corner.” J.R.
reveals how people can make their work
meaningful in this issue’s column titled
“Maintaining Motivation.”

Our chair of the ASQ Quality Management
Division, Jerry Rice, reviews efforts
to enhance the quality management
knowledge resources that are available to
our membership on MyASQ.

Sandy L. Furterer, PhD, MBA, is an
associate professor in the Engineering
Management, Systems and Technology
Department at the University of Dayton.
She is an ASQ Fellow and holds ASQ
certifications, which include the ASQ
Certified Quality Engineer, and the
Certified Six Sigma Black Belt. She is
a Certified Master Black Belt by the
Harrington Institute, Inc. Furterer
resides in her home state of Ohio, near
Dayton, with her husband Dan, three
children, and their pets. Contact her at
sfurterer1@udayton.edu

Dan Zalewski provides a succinct review
of Project Management for Performance
Improvement Teams, written by William
S. Ruggles and H. James Harrington.
We also have the abstracts for the articles
that are being published in the latest
issue of the ASQ Quality Management
Journal. And finally, we have J.R. McGee’s
leadership and quality insights in our

Wishing everyone a wonderful holiday
season, and a very Happy New Year!
Please feel free to provide feedback on this
issue, as well as any ideas for enhancing
QMD print initiatives for our division. I
can be reached at sfurterer1@udayton.edu.
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(The S elfishness vs . S elflessness
continued from page 1)

of

Leadership,

individual employee’s contributions to a team effort? If so, does
the evaluation process really promote selflessness? Or does it
actually promote selfishness?
So the question becomes, “Are organizations measuring and
rewarding the right things in order to truly develop selfless leaders?”
Or, are they measuring and rewarding one thing, but expecting
something entirely different from those who serve in leadership
positions? If the latter is more often the norm, that leaves us
wondering what can or should be done to rectify the situation.
Clearly, improving the evaluation and recognition systems within
our organizations would help. For example, why is feedback
relegated to annual or quarterly performance reviews? This leaves
too much space for valuable feedback simply to be forgotten until
the next review. Why not take steps to change the culture of your
organization to establish mechanisms that support sharing feedback
immediately, so that it becomes a normal part of doing business
(Grenny, 2016)? In addition, we could consider incorporating new
and different questions into our evaluation processes—questions
that assess:

Selfish leaders tend to be known for always putting their work first,
which often manifests as:
• breaking personal commitments to get ahead
• cutting corners to achieve greater success
• overlooking ethical issues to grow the bottom line
On the other hand, selfless leaders tend to always put the needs
of others before their own, which is evident through their actions,
such as:
• avoiding having to break personal commitments due to work,
but if it must happen, rescheduling as soon as possible
• recognizing the importance of each person in the organization/
department/team and being sure they know it
• taking a stand for integrity and ensuring their character is not
influenced by their drive for success

• focusing on “will what I’m doing right now result in a win for
the company?” (Boss, 2014)

Ideally, organizations need leaders who “…balance ‘purpose
with power’ while introducing an elegant dose of ‘management
with meaning’” (Pontefract, 2015, p. 5). As a result, individuals
should deeply consider what they want their “leadership legacy”
to be. While personal values may drive the decisions made by
organizational leaders, their decisions cultivate the expectations
and policies that guide an organization’s future, including their
performance as well as their internal culture (Boss, 2014).

• balancing speaking with listening

References

• demonstrating servant leadership (Greenleaf, 1991)
• giving without expecting anything in return
• willingness to do what you’re asking of others

But can’t even more be done? Perhaps organizations could provide
emerging leaders with some type of support to facilitate their
transition from selfishness to selflessness. For example, mentoring
programs within organizations, which are often viewed as beneficial
mainly for mentees, could be leveraged to promote selflessness as
mentees advance in their careers and are encouraged to serve as
mentors for others.
Significant creativity and innovation will be needed in organizations
today to repair the disconnect within the leadership development
pipeline to make it easier to find the leaders that organizations
truly need and desire. Benefits of doing so could include resolving
some of the disengagement and dissatisfaction employees often
experience in organizations today. Unfortunately, however, research
has shown that many employees prefer “dominant” leaders who care
more about and exert power versus focusing on purpose (Pontefract,
2015). While “no one wants a weak leader…selflessness is all
about strength, and it’s not for the faint of heart...Real strength is
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measured by what we enable our followers to accomplish through
our service to them, not by the pressure of our grip and the weight
of our demands” (Kail, 2011, p. 2).
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Maximize ROI of Coaching and Training
with Methodical Curriculum Design
By Susan L. Power
Introduction

Curriculum Development Process

Many organizations waste thousands of
dollars on coaching and training each year
because they do not invest the necessary
time to create a clear, well-defined
curriculum with clear objectives. Often
insufficient attention is given to defining
learning objectives before designing the
content. Impactful coaching and training
can attract and help retain top employees
in a tight job market. According to a
survey of millennials, 65 percent believe
it is management’s responsibility to offer
accelerated development programs on the
job, with 43 percent indicating the training
they receive is ineffective (O’Donnell,
2018). Organizations can increase the
return on investment (ROI) of coaching
and training by taking a more methodical
approach to developing their curricula.
This article outlines how to maximize ROI
for each dollar spent on training.

Figure 1 below illustrates how to design
an effective training curriculum. The first
step is to define the high-level subject
matter of the training and then the target
audiences who will participate in the
training. Once this is determined, the
audience’s current knowledge level and
experience in the training topics covered
can be analyzed. This helps determine
the level of depth that should be delved
into for each subtopic, how much time
should be spent on each subtopic, and
if more than one training program
should be required, based on current
competency levels. Through such analysis,
specific learning objectives can then be
defined. These steps should all occur
prior to the design and delivery of the
training materials.

Key Principles of Curriculum
Development Based on the
ADDIE Framework

ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development,
Implementation and Evaluation) is
a well-known training framework
for designing a training curriculum
(Gertz, 2017). All training content,
activities, and assessments should be put
together with the aim of realizing the
learning objectives. The considerations
below apply to each phase of the
ADDIE framework.
Analysis
Training design should always start with
the end learner in mind. Stakeholder
engagement should answer the following
key questions during the analysis phase:
• Who is the audience and what level
of expertise do they currently have
on the topic?

The traditional way to determine
effectiveness of development programs is
Kirkpatrick’s training evaluation model
(Kirkpatrick, 1983) that measures:
• Participants’ perceptions on the quality
and structure of the development
program, often assessed through an
evaluation form.
• Behavioral change as shown by when
participants have improved their
competency levels and if they are
doing things differently as a result of
the program.
• Tangible or intangible business
results including the ROI, which
measures the monetary value created
by the program and the cost of the
development initiative.

(Maximize ROI of Coaching and Training with
Methodical C urriculum Design,
continued on page 6)
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Figure 1: Curriculum Development Process (CHEPSAA, 2013, pg. 5)
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(Maximize ROI of Coaching and Training
with M ethodical C urriculum D esign ,
continued from page 5)

• What are the desired behavioral
outcomes after the training?
• What are the intended learning
objectives and the time available to
dedicate to the training?
Design
The design phase involves scoping out
the high-level subtopics to cover during
the training and defining the learning
objectives for each subtopic. The design
phase includes:
• Design of the learning experience—
including the activities—modules to
be covered, and training structure.
• Design of learning activities. A
current trend in eLearning is
gamification, which involves the
integration of gaming elements to
create a highly-engaging learning
experience (Pandey, 2017).

Gamification encourages learners to
apply their learning by challenging them
with real-life situations in a controlled
environment. It is a more effective method
of learning because it involves applying
the content to reinforce key concepts in
the trainees’ brains. Gamified eLearning
courses typically have a storyline and
feature challenges, rewards such as badges,
and analytics. Figure 2 below illustrates
the different levels of gamified learning.
Development
The development phase involves drafting
the content for the program. When
reviewing existing training, development
involves improving and updating content
based on participant feedback and
consideration of emerging trends and best
practices. The development stage includes
the following activities:
• Research, create, and assemble
training materials such as
slides, manuals, assessments,

This is the next-gen Gamified approach that
integrates concepts like learning paths with
Microlearning, Social Learning, and
Personalization while retaining the essential
aspects of the previous two approaches
(scores, badges, and leaderboards).

The implementation phase involves
the actual delivery of the training and
administration of any live tools such as
gamification or interactive participant
activities that are part of the training
delivery. Implementation includes the
following activities:
• Preparation of the learners’ tools and
systems such as pre-class setup.
• Facilitators deliver the curriculum to
the trainees.
• Activities are performed by
participants, including peer class
discussion, and questions asked
and answered.
Evaluation

GAMIFIED LEARNING PATH
This reflects a learning path that
has challenges aggregating to
achieving proficiency at different
levels. It too features scores,
badges, and leaderboards.

• Evaluate the learners’ knowledge,
skills, and abilities pre- and posttraining.

GAME-BASED LEARNING
LEVEL 3

Example of Coaching Applied to
Curriculum Program Design

LEVEL 2

PARTIAL GAMIFICATION
This is the entry level usage of Gamification and can be applied as:
p Gamified Quiz or Assessment in a traditional
eLearning course
p Gamified activity in a traditional eLearning course

Figure 2: Levels of Gamification (Pandey, 2017, pg. 2)
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Implementation

• Collect feedback from the learners.
This includes an evaluation form to
aggregate participant feedback on
their satisfaction with the training.

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 1

• Obtain feedback from stakeholders
to review and finalize the
training materials.

The evaluation phase involves reviewing
the effectiveness and the ROI achieved
from the training. The evaluation phase
confirms whether or not the learning
objectives were achieved. The curriculum
and materials should also be reviewed
against emerging trends and best practices
on a regular basis to remain relevant. Key
activities of evaluation include:

GAMIFIED PORTALS

In this case, the entire learning
path is converted into a game.
it features scores, badges and
leaderboards.

and other content to meet the
learning objectives.

When engaging a coach, there are
typically specific employee behavioral
changes desired. The objectives of a
coaching program will vary. For the
design of a coaching program, a review of
360-degree feedback assessment results is
often used as an input at the beginning
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of the process to understand the current
competency gaps of the coachee. This
involves having key stakeholders (e.g.,
direct reports, boss, peers, and the
coachee) assess the coachee both before
and after the coaching engagement. Key
leadership behavioral competencies, such
as communication, diversity and inclusion,
coaching capability, influence, delegation,
conflict management, managing upwards,
and political astuteness may be measured.
For example, if the aggregated 360-degree
feedback results indicate that many of the
organization’s general managers could do
a better job of communicating with their
direct reports, this can then be built into a
coaching program for general managers to
further develop this competency.
Below are three different coaching
program curricula based on the target
audience groups and learning objectives
(Weinstein, 2017).
• Executive Coaching: One-on-one
coaching for the general manager
(GM) level and above.
• Peer Coaching: Small groups of four
to five second-level managers and
GMs coaching one another.
• New Leader in Transition (NLT):
One-on-one coaching for newly-hired
or promoted GM-level leaders.

Supplementary Materials for
Effective Curriculum Design

Once the curriculum is designed and
the core training materials are drafted,
supplementary materials can then be
designed. Ideally, learning will occur
before and after the training through preand post-readings, flash cards, reflection
activities, and teleconference or video
learning. Supplementary materials should
cement the key learning concepts by
reinforcing those learning concepts from
the core training. A book or access to a
members-only website are examples of
supplementary training materials.

A trainer and a participant guide should
be created as part of the supplementary
materials. The trainer guide helps ensure
a consistent training experience regardless
of who delivers the training. It includes
trainer speaker notes, tips for facilitating
group activities, and suggestions such as
the amount of time to dedicate to each
module. The participant guide is to be
used by trainees during the training, and
it provides more details than what is on
the slides or core materials. The guide may
also contain a list of additional resources,
such as a book list, assessments, and
recommended supplementary material that
aligns with the learning objectives.

Determining the ROI of a
Coaching Curriculum

It is a best practice to measure the precoaching competency levels of participants
and then measure the competency levels
post-coaching. The pre-assessment results
should be used to craft the learning
objectives for the program. Anthem is an
American health insurance company and
is very deliberate about measuring the
cost savings and ROI of their employee
coaching programs. At Anthem, ROI is
determined by measuring specific key
performance indicators (KPI) through a
business impact survey. These KPIs are
measured as part of the pre- and postassessments. At Anthem, effective coaching
has a direct positive correlation with
improving KPI results (Weinstein, 2017).
Anthem uses a cloud-based technology to
track its coaching programs.
Allianz Life Insurance Company of North
America also offers a Coaching for Success
program where a pre- and post-assessment
is administered to both the leader who
receives the coaching and their direct
reports. These assessments ask questions
regarding the quantity and quality of the
coaching conversations between the leader
and the employee (Weinstein, 2017).

One of the best ways to measure if
behavioral change results from coaching
is through 360-degree assessments before
and after the coaching engagement.
Positive behavioral changes in key
leadership competencies, after completing
a multi-month coaching program, can be
measured through a 360-degree survey.
Figure 3 below shows the frequency of
various methods to measure the ROI of
coaching. This diagram shows that most
organizations have an informal measure
such as asking, “Would you recommend
this coaching program or coach to others?
– Yes or No.”
Business measures can also be used to
determine the ROI of coaching, such as
reduced employee turnover, increased
employee engagement, the average number
of months until promotion for internal
employees, and cash flow. An excellent
measure of leadership capability is the
number of new leaders that are created
as a result of regular coaching, as tracked
through internal promotion rates.
Sometimes, a purchaser of executive
coaching services requires that the
coach guarantee an improvement in the
executives’ KPIs for role performance
while leaving the responsibility for the
how, or method of execution, up to the
executive (Dagley, 2009). This would
be a clear way to demonstrate ROI;
however, it comes with the risk that the
executives must attend the sessions and
perform their homework in between
coaching sessions. It can be challenging
to isolate these results to just the quality
of coaching because external factors—
such as the marketplace, mergers and
acquisitions, and other factors outside
of the coach and coachee’s control—can
greatly influence the results. When
business results are used to evaluate the
ROI of coaching, specific key performance
indicators need to be connected to the

(Maximize ROI of Coaching and Training with
Methodical C urriculum Design,
continued on page 8)
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(Maximize ROI of Coaching and Training
with M ethodical C urriculum D esign ,
continued from page 7)

coaching goals/objectives at the beginning
of the engagement. Examples of such
indicators include having the coachees
improve their performance to increase
the monthly unit manufacturing or sales,
or converting prospective customers into
loyal customers, or increasing their team’s
overall engagement level.

informal feedback
generic business measures
performance review
principal
sometimes

formal debrief
survey
360
interview
0%

Baseline the Competency Level at
the Start and then Post-Training

Adult learning theory clearly shows
that adults learn more effectively if they
know why and buy into the benefit
of participating in a specific training
program. Accordingly, at Allianz Life
Insurance Company, their coaching
program starts with a Fundamentals
of Coaching session where participants
discuss the anticipated individual and
organizational benefits of coaching,
along with department-specific goals. Jan
Wagner, their Director of Organization
Effectiveness, says, “Participants attend
three to six monthly coaching circle
meetings led by nominated leader coaches
from the business. The group determines
the topics to ensure participation,
relevance, and motivation” (Weinstein,
2017, pg. 2).
At Allianz Life Insurance Company, their
Coaching for Success Program starts and
ends the engagement with an assessment
(Weinstein, 2017). These assessments
help set learning objectives for the
coaches and coachees in the format of an
agreement that outlines the purpose and
desired outcomes of the coaching and
the responsibilities of both participants.
After each coaching session, an assessment
is completed to measure whether the
session added value. There is also a preand post-assessment given to both the
coachee and his or her direct reports to ask
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Figure 3: Frequency of Methods to Measure ROI of Coaching (Daigley, 2009, pg.14)
questions on the quantity and quality of
the coaching conversations occurring on
the job.

Calculation of Coaching ROI

The formula below can be used to
calculate ROI for a coaching or training
program (McGovern, et. al. 2001).
ROI (percent) = (Adjusted ROI – Program Costs) X 100
Program Costs

For example, an executive who receives
coaching to improve her interpersonal
skills and project management skills
estimated at the end of the coaching
engagement that 50 percent of the
improvements in her behavior could
be directly attributed to the coaching
program. The other 50 percent was
attributed to her commitment to the
process. She was 100 percent confident in
this estimate. The ROI of this executive’s
project was estimated to be $215,000, and
she was 90 percent confident in this
estimate. Another option would be to ask
for an estimate from the coachee’s boss in
terms of ROI and behavioral change.
To calculate the conservative ROI, the
executive’s estimate must be adjusted.
Taking $215,000 multiplied by 50 percent
(her attribution to coaching), then
multiplied by 100 percent (her confidence
in the attribution), and by 90 percent (her

confidence in the ROI estimate) results
in a conservative ROI of $96,750. Given
that the cost of the coaching program
was $15,000, the ROI formula can then
be applied:
ROI (percent) = ($96,750 – $15,000) X 100
$15,000
ROI (percent) = 545

This shows that the organization
obtained 5.45 times its investment in
coaching (McGovern, et. al. 2001). Such
a method of measuring ROI does require
many assumptions, and it is an estimate
based on the number of factors driving
business performance.
Figure 4 shows both the intangible and
tangible business benefits that multiple
organizations cite from engaging in
coaching. The benefits are based on
an assessment of ROI from coaching
engagements with the most frequent
tangible benefit cited as increased
productivity (53 percent) and most
frequent intangible benefit cited as
improved relationships with direct reports
(77 percent) (MGovern, et al, 2001).

Review Curriculum and Materials
to Improve Program

Once the coaching or training is delivered
for the first time, it is a prime opportunity
to review whether the learning objectives
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were achieved. Training delivery is a pure
test environment to critically evaluate the
effectiveness of the scope and structure
of the curriculum. Evaluation forms,
completed by the participants immediately
following the session, provide excellent
input for this review. The curriculum
can then be adjusted as needed, based on
the recommendations from the trainer/
coach and from consideration of the key
themes from the evaluations completed
by participants. The overall ROI can also
be measured during this stage. ROI can
be calculated by measuring the pre- and
post-competency levels of trainees once
back on the job from applying the key
learning concepts.

Summary

While it does take more time upfront
to design a methodical curriculum, it is
much more effective. When you factor
in the cost of the time off the job for
participants to engage in the coaching/
training, the cost of engaging an external
facilitator, cost of materials, and potential
travel cost, it is well worth the additional
up front effort to ensure the right learning
objectives are selected. By delivering
development opportunities for employees
that add value and advance their careers,
this is a key differentiator for employers.
The benefits of coaching are clear—80
percent of employees who receive coaching
report increased self-confidence, and over
70 percent benefit from improved work
performance, relationships, and more
effective communication skills, with
86 percent of companies reporting they
recouped their investment on coaching and
more (ICF 2009).

TANGIBLE BUSINESS IMPACTS

(Frequency of impacts reported by executives)

53%

PRODUCTIVITY

INTANGIBLE BUSINESS IMPACTS

(Frequency of impacts reported by executives)

77%

IMPROVED RELATIONSHIP: REPORTS

QUALITY

48%

IMPROVED RELATIONSHIP: STAKEHOLDER

ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH

48%

IMPROVED TEAMWORK

39%

CUSTOMER SERVICE

34%

REDUCED COMPLAINTS

32%

OWN RETENTION

23%

COST REDUCTIONS
BOTTOM LINE
PROFITABILITY

22%

TOP LINE
REVENUE

14%

REDUCED
TURNOVER
OTHER
BUSINESS

67%

IMPROVED RELATIONSHIP: PEERS

52%

REDUCED CONFLICT

IMPROVED CLIENT
RELATIONSHIPS
OTHER
INTANGIBLES

63%
61%

IMPROVED JOB SATISFACTION

INCREASED ORGANIZATIONAL
COMMITMENT

71%

44%

37%
31%

12%
7%
Figure 4: Business Impacts of Coaching (McGovern et al, 2001)
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Measuring Strategic
Outcomes
By Russell Roberson
Introduction

Years ago, I realized that my organization needed a tool to
help drive and measure strategic decision making. We needed a
way to laser focus on what was most important, with clear and
appropriate measures and with a defined point—in advance—
to know when we had either succeeded or failed. Out of this
necessity came something known as the SWEATT model
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Excellence, Actions, Threats and
Team). The SWEATT model may look like the classic SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) model, but
rest assured the differences are dramatic. The SWOT model
has been around for a very long time and, in its time, it served
a useful purpose. In the 21st century, however, the SWOT
model no longer works for organizations. Its weaknesses link
to three areas: (1) the lack of detail in a SWOT model, (2) the
inability to drive accountability to the identified areas within
the SWOT model, and (3) the tendency to use the SWOT
model as a brainstorming tool rather than a strategic tool. The
most significant differences between the SWEATT and SWOT
models are: (1) the SWEATT model requires the establishment
of measurement for each criterion, and (2) the SWEATT model
defines a movement point for each identified criterion and action.

(2) where the organization is at a competitive disadvantage and is
willing to invest its time and resources to improve (Weaknesses);
(3) where the organization intends to undertake a paradigm shift
in the ecosystems they operate and are willing to invest its time
and resources to achieve (Excellence); and (4) the identification
and prevention of outcomes that can derail the organization
strategy and willingness to invest time and resources to prevent
(Threats). To do all this, the SWEATT model utilizes the
following information.
1.

2. Measure (M): The attribute or variable of interest by
which the criterion will be judged—e.g., a customer
satisfaction survey
3.

Current Value (CV): The current value of the criterion
measure—e.g., 97% may be the current value of the
customer satisfaction survey identified in the measure

4.

Movement Point (MP): The point where the criterion
transfers from a strength to a weakness, from a weakness
to a strength, where excellence is achieved, the threat
becomes reality, or the action achieved—e.g., 90% may
be the movement point where the organization’s strength
(relative to customer satisfaction) goes from a strength
to a weakness. So, we want to avoid the movement point
relative to strength and a threat—and we want to achieve

The SWEATT model requires that the organization define
criteria, strategically, for (1) what they value the most and are
willing to invest their time and resources to sustain (Strengths);
STRENGTHS
Criterion

WEAKNESSES
Measure

Current
Value

Movement
Point

97

90

THREATS
Criterion

Criterion (C): The specific focus area—e.g.,
customer satisfaction

Criterion

Measure

EXCELLENCE
Current
Value

Movement
Point

50

60

ACTIONS
Measure

Current
Value

Movement
Point

0

1

Criterion

Measure

Current
Value

Movement
Point

5

10

Current
Value

Current
Value -1

15

5

TEAM
Measure

Current
Value

Movement
Point

3

4

Criterion

Measure

Criterion (C): the specific area that has been
identified as part of the SWEATT model

Current Value (CV): the current value of the
criterion measured

weakness to a strength, to excellence achieved,
from a threat to reality, or to an action achieved

Measure (M): the attribute or variable of interest by
which the criterion will be judged

Movement Point (MP): the point where the criterion
transfers from strength to a weakness, from a

Current Value -1 (CV-1): the value of the measure in
the previous year

Figure 1: Generic SWEATT Model
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the movement point relative to
weakness, excellence, and action.
Implementation

The SWEATT model is not easy to
implement. One reason for this is that
when teams develop their initial SWEATT
models, the discussions can become
contentious and tend to drag on and on
and on. A skilled facilitator is necessary at
this stage. As teams mature, the SWEATT
process becomes more efficient. For
example, early SWEATT teams can get
bogged down over whether something is
a strength or a weakness and from there
how to define meaningful measures that
can guide the organization. In some areas,
depending on the measure, the general
criterion may be both a strength and a
weakness—e.g., the organization may
have a strength in the area of “technical
assistance” customer satisfaction but may
have a weakness in the area of “point of
contact” customer satisfaction. It takes
considerable time and effort to break apart
the criterion to where the measure and the
movement point can be defined. It is only
after this happens that proper actions can
be identified. Let’s examine each part of
the SWEATT model individually, which
will help these points become clear.
Strengths

In the strengths category, organizations
demonstrate their commitment to their
competitive advantage; however, this does
not mean the organization is committed
to improvement or even sustainment
of the criterion. For example, consider
an organization that believes customer
satisfaction is a competitive advantage.
Their current value is 97 percent, and
their nearest competition is at 88 percent.
The organization has set a movement
point at 90 percent. In this case, the
organization will want to stay above the
movement point. However, they may also
want to actively “get worse” at customer
satisfaction, thereby getting closer to
the movement point. This will allow the
organization to reinvest those resources

dedicated to “over achieving” in the
customer satisfaction area into improving
a weakness, achieving excellence, or
preventing a threat.
Weaknesses

In the weaknesses category, organizations
demonstrate their commitment to
overcoming a competitive disadvantage.
In order for this section to be of value,
there must be no organizational system
or process that is off limits. This includes
the competence of the current senior
leadership team, the current goals of the
organization, and the current human
and technical resource talent of the
organization. In the first pass of the
SWEATT model’s weaknesses section, the
weaknesses listed may be superficial. As
the SWEATT model matures the criterion
associated with the weakness section
will become more “honest” and thus
beneficial. It is important to note that the
organization may not be able to achieve
the movement point in one strategy cycle,
and the movement point may change
over time (as markets and ecosystems
change). This should not, however, inhibit
the development and implementation of
identified actions to achieve the movement
point. For example, parents may find
their current savings level is not sufficient
to be able to help their children attend
college. Their current savings might be
$5000, and they may need $200,000 to
be able to achieve their goal. In this case
the criterion would be “college savings,”
the measure would be “money saved for
college expenses,” the current value would
be $5000, the movement point would be
$200,000—and as the years progress we
might see the movement point increase
(or decrease if their children are able to
secure scholarships).
Excellence

In the excellence category, organizations
demonstrate their commitment to making
a significant impact in the markets
they serve. These are not “pie in the
sky” criteria. The criteria must have a

reasonable chance at success, and the
organization must be willing to fund and
resource those criteria in a sustained and
substantial manner. Not all excellence
criteria will be achieved; most should
be, but as with any paradigm shifting
endeavor, some will prove unattainable or
become irrelevant over time. For instance,
years ago, online education would have
been listed in the excellence category.
Being able to offer classes in the online
format reduces the cost of operations
of a school and provides for increased
enrollment and revenue. Yet this effort
takes a considerable resource allocation
and financial investment over a period of
years to develop and secure accreditation
of this type of curriculum. When these
excellence criteria have been achieved, it
changes the paradigm of the school since
the markets they serve have changed, the
types of students they serve have changed,
the types of classes they offer have
changed, and their revenue stream has
changed, allowing them to invest in other
areas of the SWEATT model.
Threats

In the threats category, organizations
demonstrate their commitment to
preventing a situation that could derail the
organization’s overall strategy. The threats
must be based on reality. This means
there must be a reasonable chance that the
threats will materialize if no actions are
taken by the organization to prevent them,
and if the threats were to materialize,
the organization’s strategy would be
significantly affected in a negative way.
For example, pending regulation changes
that reduce the difficulty of entry into
markets could affect the organization’s
revenue, which would then reduce
the funds available to focus on other
SWEATT model criteria. In such a case,
the organization would want to invest in
preventing the pending regulation changes
from being promulgated.
(Measuring Strategic O utcomes,
continued on page 12)
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(Measuring Strategic O utcomes,
continued from page 11)

Actions

In this section is where the actions necessary to fulfill the
organization strategy linked to each SWEATT criterion are listed.
Each criterion must have at least one associated action. There
should also be a mix of immediate (less than one year), short-term
(one to three years), and long-term (three to five years) actions.
The movement point is where the action has been achieved.
Again, actions that the organization does not fully intend to fund
should not be listed.
Team

This section of the SWEATT model is where the team members who
played a significant part in the development of the model are listed.
The team section provides leadership with an indication of biases
under which the SWEATT model was developed. The results will
be only as good as the team that works the model. The wrong team
can do tremendous damage to the SWEATT model and, from there,
tremendous damage to the strategy of the business. For example, if
the SWEATT team lacks a technical talent (such as an engineering
representative), it might cause an imbalance in the team and critical
strategic objections might be excluded from the SWEATT model.
Nothing Speaks Like an Example

Take a look at the SWEATT chart in Figure 2. The content is
abbreviated, since typically there would be five to seven criteria
in each category, but the general format should be helpful in
your understanding.
This chart was born in reality. Some time ago I was faced with
turning around a business unit that had experienced numerous
recalls. The solution to this situation was firmly based in the need
to be able to detect coding errors during the design process. It
was not that difficult to identify the criteria in this situation, but
the identification of the movement points was difficult. This was
STRENGTHS

especially challenging because we had to commit to significant
improvement, and doing less than that (getting close to the
movement point but not achieving the movement point) would
neither alter nor change our perception in the markets we served.
Spoiler alert—we did succeed using the SWEATT model as a driver
of change but it was difficult—because we had to make some tough
resourcing and funding decisions.
The Power of the SWEATT Model

I like to post the SWEATT models (within limits for confidential
strategy, of course) for stakeholders (e.g., customers, employees,
suppliers, regulators) to view. The SWEATT model provides
stakeholders not only with insight relative to the strategic plans
for the organization but also with insight into the thought
process of leadership down to the level of measure, movement
point, and action. The SWEATT model can be utilized at the
department level as well. For example, I have seen it used in areas
such as receiving and inspection, training, product development,
employee development, corrective and preventive actions,
supplier management, continuous improvement and Lean process
management, and more. Then there is the added bonus of how
the process of using the SWEATT model improves the critical
thinking skills of those who use it and, in the process, helps
develop the next generation of organizational leaders.
Yet, if there is one “superpower” of the SWEATT model, it is
accountability. It is impossible to hide from the visual strategy that
the SWEATT model illuminates. You either developed the proper
criteria or you did not, you either set the proper measures or you
did not, you either managed the movement points or you did not,
and you either took the actions or you did not. Both success and
failure are easy to calculate and to see. This may sound harsh,
but I have found that the clear criteria, measures, current value,
and movement point of the SWEATT model are welcomed by
employees. The openness of the model brings with it the knowledge
and assurance that if a criterion made it to the SWEATT model,
the employees will be supported by the organization in that area.

WEAKNESSES

EXCELLENCE

Criterion

Resolution time of service call

Criterion

Product quality

Criterion

Predictive analytics

Measure

Days from knowledge of event until
customer resolution

Measure

# of product safety recalls/year

Measure

Accuracy of disease state predictions

Current
Value
Movement
Point

3

Current
Value
Movement
Point

18

Current
Value
Movement
Point

15%

5

THREATS

1

ACTIONS

TEAM

Criterion

Significant regulation violation

Criterion

Develop a method to detect SW errors
prior to release

Criterion

Measure

# of regulatory warning letters active

Measure

Predictive analytics % of SW errors

Measure

Current
Value
Movement
Point

0

Current
Value
Movement
Point

0%

Current
Value

99%

CV -1

1

Figure 2: SWEATT Model Applied to Software Product Design
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95%

Quality
representative
Level / Years
of experience

Engineering
representative
Level / Years
of experience

Director / 17

Director / 15

Manager / 5

VP / 23
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Drawbacks of the SWEATT Model

Along with the power, there are also
drawbacks to the SWEATT model. First,
it takes significant time to learn and
implement. Second, the SWEATT model
forces discussions of topics that some
might prefer to leave undiscussed. The
SWEATT model forces data to become
part of the strategic management processes
of the organization, and some will find
this level of detail and focus intimidating.
The best way to overcome the drawbacks
to the SWEATT model is to use it. I
have found that during the first two years
of the SWEATT model use, it is best
to refine the model every four months.
This allows SWEATT teams to learn the
process of the model. More importantly,
such frequency helps SWEATT teams
learn to constructively have the type of
difficult discussions that the SWEATT
model forces in order to define the proper
and useful criteria, measures, current
value, movement point, and associated
actions. After this “learning phase” is over,
an annual review is appropriate.
An Easy Exercise

I have found that the easiest way to
understand and learn the SWEATT model is
to do a SWEATT model on yourself. Where

organization’s strategy is defined, (2) in
how the employees and stakeholders of the
organization rally around the measures,
current value, and movement points,
(3) in the levels of success in managing
the movement points of each SWEATT
criterion, and (4) in the critical thinking
skills of your employees. The SWEATT
model moves us away from generalist
thinking to data-based thinking, away from
avoiding difficult discussions to facing those
difficult discussions, away from wondering
who is accountable to knowing exactly
who is accountable for the success, or
failure, of the organization’s strategy. The
SWEATT model is a 21st century strategic
management tool in a field that has too long
relied on 20th century thought processes.

are your strengths and how do you measure
them? For example, are you “funny” and how
exactly do you measure “funny”? Then what is
your current “funny” value, and at what point
do you cease to be “funny” (the movement
point). You should be able to see how difficult
this process can be but also how beneficial the
SWEATT model can be. If you can develop
a SWEATT model on yourself, you will have
a well-defined strategic plan, with measures,
that provides insight to your most important
stakeholders (e.g., your family, your friends,
or your co-workers). Below (Figure 3) is
an example of a SWEATT model I did on
myself. The point of this exercise is that if
you take the time to apply the SWEATT
model to something you know well (yourself),
then you can more easily learn the process
of the model. This will then allow you to
help others learn the process and use that
awareness to more easily apply the SWEATT
model to your organization.

Dr. Russell Roberson is a visiting professor
at numerous universities where he teaches
courses in the areas of leadership, strategic
planning, quality, and medical drugs and
devices. Russell recently retired from General
Electric Healthcare, where he was responsible
for the quality and regulatory process of
several business units. In addition, he is an
ASQ member and holds six ASQ certifications
as well as being a registered professional
engineer. Dr. Roberson can be reached at
russellroberson81@gmail.com.

Closing

The SWEATT model may seem simplistic,
but I can assure you that is not so.
I can also assure you that the effort
you—or your organization—undertake
to utilize the SWEATT model will be
paid back to you ten-fold. You will see
significant improvement in (1) how the

THE SWOT MODEL
					

Strength – Life Long Learner

Weaknesses – Weight

					

Opportunities – Finished Books

Threats – Missed Vacations

STRENGTHS
Criterion

Life Long Learner

WEAKNESSES
Criterion

EXCELLENCE
Criterion

Weight

Finished Leadership Book

Requirement Number of books read in one year

Requirement Weight at 6 a.m. every Monday morning

Requirement Publish book on Amazon

Current
Value
Movement
Point

Current
Value
Movement
Point

Current
Value
Movement
Point

Business–12 | Bio–6 | Fiction–4 | Other–3
Business–9 | Bio–4 | Fiction–1 | Other–2

THREATS
Criterion

185

ACTIONS
Missed Vacations

of committed vacation days
Requirement %
missed in one year.
Current
Value
Movement
Point

221

5%
15%

Criterion

Write More
# of hrs spent
Requirement writing book
per week
Current
2
Value
Movement
8
Point

0
1

TEAM
Work Out

Work Out
#
of
# of days
run
working out miles
per week
3

25

5

36

Criterion

Myself
Children

from college

Children
in college

Requirement Age Marriage graduated
Current
Value
CV -1

59

Yes

4

0

58

Yes

3

1

Figure 3: Applied SWEATT Model
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Lean Six Sigma
Application to Daily Life
By George Aghamba
Introduction

• Enhancing efficiency in time management

During my stay in Dallas, Texas, for an audit conference at the
Intercontinental Hotel, I was privileged to meet with Grace
Duffy, president of Management and Performance Systems. I
had the opportunity to interview her about one of her projects
involving a Lean Six Sigma (LSS) implementation. Grace
spoke about how she was able to implement Lean Six Sigma
to improve effectiveness in running departmental meetings
at a health department in Orlando, Florida. The project also
ensured the usefulness of people’s time during the meeting. The
interview made me realize that the implementation of LSS can
also be widely applicable in ways we never imagined. We have
been focusing Lean Six Sigma implementations on production,
manufacturing, distribution, and organizations, but we have
rarely focused on how LSS can be applied—and be effective—in
improving the quality of our daily lives.

• Ensuring productivity at home or at work

Before we discuss its application to our daily lives, let’s talk about
Lean and Six Sigma. Lean is a systematic method for reducing
the complexity of a process and making it more efficient by
identifying and eliminating sources of waste (such as materials,
labor, or time) that hinder flow (Russell & Taylor, 2011). Six
Sigma is a disciplined and very organized approach for improving
processes and preventing defects. It employs a specific program
(DMAIC—Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) to
identify and eliminate waste and achieve perfection (no defects)
(Russell & Taylor, 2011).
The combination of Lean and Six Sigma forms a quality
management tool that employs the best of both principles and
practices of Six Sigma and Lean management with the goal of
reducing waste and maximizing returns. The ideas and concepts
of this quality management tool serve as codified common sense
and can be effectively applied outside of the workplace to improve
effectiveness in our homes. The benefits of such applications
can include:
• Eliminating waste in processes
• Ensuring effective use of reserve time for personal projects
• Incremental improvements in productivity at work or
at home
• Developing a comfortable work–life balance
• Incorporating proper time management
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Even knowing how its benefits can help in our homes, people
rarely talk about applying or practicing Lean Six Sigma there.
This raises questions such as:
• Would people want to practice its implementation at home in
addition to at work?
• How consistent would they be in implementing Lean Six
Sigma at home?
• Is it worthwhile for everyone to practice Lean Six Sigma
at home?
These are the questions that make me believe Lean Six Sigma
could go a long way toward countering the lack of financial
discipline, poor planning, irrational decision making, and the
lack of dynamics of proper interpersonal relationships in our
daily lives.

Literature Review

There is a gap in knowledge on this topic because LSS application
is discussed primarily with respect to business and industry
rather than to home applications. I conducted searches on LSS
application on daily life using terms such as “Lean Six Sigma,”
“application,” “home life,” “household,” “personal life,” “daily
life,” and “everyday use.” Some information related to this topic
can be found online in blogposts and Six Sigma-related sites
although very few have discussed its application in our homes and
personal lives.
According to Abhishek Rai, there is a strong possibility that
some organizations using Six Sigma are failing to cash in on the
true potential of the methodology. This can happen when proper
care is not taken to understand what needs to be integrated with
the Six Sigma methodology to make it effective, comprehensive,
and a focused approach to solve real-life problems (Rai, n.d.). In
addition, Lopresti asks if Six Sigma can help corporations earn
record profits while eliminating waste, can it also help families
clean the house and keep track of supplies (Lopresti, 2017)?
Although Lean principles originated in the business arena,
they can be readily applied to everyday scenarios in our lives to
improve the way we operate. On a daily basis, Lean can improve
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efficiency at the supermarket, at the
bar, in school—even at Disney World
(Weiss, 2014).
I do believe that because the mindset
of LSS in homes has not been widely
discussed, there exists a gap in research
coverage of this area.

Using DMAIC For Maximizing Your
Strategic Reserve Time

Strategic Reserve Time (SRT) is the
amount of time left over when all of our
professional commitments have been met.
SRT can be used by individuals to work
on their personal projects of interest or
for their personal development activities.
These need to be incremental and
require investment of time and resources
for enhancing the quality of our lives.
Applying the DMAIC methodology can
determine if we can maximize our pool of
SRT, thus being able to devote more time
to personal development.
Defining
Define the end-objective with questions
such as, What do you hope to achieve
by the end of the exercise? Will this be
beneficial to me in the long run? Then
define the improvement activity to arrive
at a solution—for example, to cut down
on the amount of time required to meet
professional commitments. You can
maximize the net amount of time you
have on your hands. LSS can also help you
to focus on improvement activities that
eliminate the leaks in productive time and
the sources of inefficiency.
Measuring
Measure the current levels of performance
to determine how much to catch up on.
Accurate self-evaluation and measurement
helps to figure out where one stands with
respect to the average person, quantifying
various parameters of performance and
plugging leaks in productive time.

Analyzing
Analyze the current process to determine
defective steps in the process and identify
the causes of variance.
Improving
Improve process performance by
eliminating these root causes of variance.
For instance, carry a self-prepared meal for
Wednesday lunches and carry a flask of
water to work to avoid visits to the watercooler.
Controlling
Keep an eye out for any variance that
threatens to sabotage the process once it
has been improved, such as maintaining
a set of spare water-bottles in case you
misplace the first one.

Other LSS Tools That Can Be
Used in Our Everyday Life

There are other LSS tools that can be
used in our everyday life, such as 5S, Poka
Yoke, Shadow Boards, and Kanban.
5S Tool
The 5S is a proven tool that is a
necessary first step before moving on
to more sophisticated Lean methods.
It eliminates wasted motion and time
associated with missing tools or materials,
poor maintenance, and confusion when
moving from one room to another. The
5S was originated as part of the Toyota
Production System (TPS), with the 5S
words originally being in Japanese, such
as Seirei, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu and
Shitsuke. In English, the words are Sort,
Set in Order, Shine, Standardize, and
Sustain. Following is a short description of
the meaning of each S activity.
Sort—Keep only what you need. This is
the very first step and involves removing
unneeded materials.
Set in Order—Find a place for everything
and put everything in its place. After
the space contains only what is needed,

setting in order provides a known and
visible location for each item that you
are keeping.
Shine—Clean and look for ways to stay
clean and organized. This requires an
ongoing effort to remove sources of mess
and disorder.
Standardize—Maintain and monitor the
first three categories.
Sustain—Stick to the rules. This is
the most critical step and involves
institutionalizing the 5S processes to
ensure maintenance and improvement
(Russell & Taylor, p. 739, 2011).
Poka Yoke
Poka yoke is a Japanese term that means
“mistake-proofing.” This Lean term was
first applied by Shigeo Shingo in the
1960s to industrial processes designed to
prevent human errors. Poka Yoke is any
device or mechanism that prevents defects
from occurring (Robert & Taylor, p.735,
2011). The purpose is to eliminate defects
by preventing, correcting, or drawing
attention to human errors as they occur.
Poka Yoke is making things “easy to get
right and difficult to get wrong,” a small
but very powerful idea. It helps the fix
stay fixed, and it can be preventative,
stopping the mistakes from happening in
the first place.
Shadow Boards
Shadow Boards are visual methods of
storing tools and materials that are located
where work is being done. The essential
goal is to provide guidance for where
to store things while at the same time
making it obvious when a certain tool
is missing.
Kanban
Kanban is a scheduling system for Lean
and Just-in-Time (JIT) production. It’s
a system to control the logistical chain
from a production point of view and not
an inventory control system. For instance,
(Lean Six Sigma: A pplication to Daily L ife,
continued on page 16)
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(Lean Six Sigma: A pplication
continued from page 15)

to

Daily L ife,

keeping a note pad on the refrigerator door for grocery lists helps
one to know when and what needs to be replenished and what
to buy.

Summary

Knowing the benefits of LSS in organizations, it is right to
say that LSS is also beneficial to homes, thereby enhancing
the quality of life. This article should help bridge the gap of
knowledge for academic and experimental research in order to
validate actual facts of LSS improving the quality of daily life.
This article also shows that more can be achieved with LSS, such
as keeping our kitchen utensils in order, ensuring that waste
is minimized, keeping equipment where it is meant to be, and

eliminating time waiting, time efficiency and management,
proper management of finance, and ensuring productivity in
our lives.
Using LSS in our homes is rare since it is only considered to
be implemented and used consistently in organizations. People
should want to learn more about LSS and implement it at
home, but how consistent will they be in implementing it? It is
important to remember that LSS is as much a mindset as it is a
methodology. Make these principles a starting point for your life
to achieve success in every endeavor and turn your life around.
In conclusion, having the knowledge about LSS and its tools is
one thing, having the mindset and consistency to apply LSS in
our homes is another thing.
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Book Review
By Daniel Zalewski
Project Management for
Performance Improvement Teams
by William S. Ruggles and H.
James Harrington
Project Management for
Performance Improvement Teams is
a book written by and for Project
Management Professionals. CRC
Press published this book as the
eighth title in “The Little Big
Book Series.” With this offering,
CRC Press continues their tradition of providing an avenue for
disseminating timely technical content in a high-quality and
inexpensive format.
The material covered in Project Management for Performance
Improvement Teams could easily fill a short course in advanced
project management. In the first chapter, the authors quickly
discuss the current framework for project management. The
rest of the book details the authors’ ideas for improving that
framework. A relative novice in project management would
learn a lot from the first chapter and could follow the discussion

in the rest of the book. However, the bulk of this book covers
additions and changes to the 49 Process and 10 Knowledge areas
in the Project Management Body of Knowledge. A novice would
not know what she/he was missing and would benefit more by
learning that material first. On the other hand, a certified Project
Management Professional would find in this book to be both a
nice refresher and a source of many thought-provoking ideas.
Dan Zalewski is an assistant professor in the Department of
Engineering Management, Systems, and Technology at the
University of Dayton. Dan has broad experience in the creative
use of modeling and simulation to assist organizations making
hard decisions in complex environments. He has applied advanced
data analysis and operations research to a variety of topics
including strategic planning, process improvement and large
capital investments.
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Quality Management Journal Previews
Volume 26, Issue 1, Executive Briefs
S. Thomas Foster Jr., Brigham Young University

Revisiting the Future of Quality Management
S. Thomas Foster, Jr. and Editorial Board Members
This article reports the results of a query of the editorial
advisory and review boards for the Quality Management
Journal. Questions about future directions in quality
management research were posed to the board and their
responses recorded. We hope that this research note will spark
some ideas for leading edge research in quality management.

Customer and Employee Perceptual
Congruence in Service Co-Production
Ahmet Semih Ozkul, Uzay Damali, Anup Menon
Mandialath, and Andrew Stapleton
Building on perceptual congruence research, this paper argues
that when a customer and a front-line employee have similar
perceptions of a co-produced output, employee awareness can
support quality improvement efforts in service operations. We
develop an analytical model describing perceptual congruence
in a dyadic customer-employee relationship using a Constant
Elasticity of Substitution (CES) function. This model allows
us to describe a service context with three factors: (1) customer
work-allocation level (i.e., percent of work expected to be done
by the customer); (2) customer-employee interaction level (i.e.,
level of communication needed); and (3) customer-employee
interaction type (i.e., superiority or inferiority perceived by
the customer and the employee in the interaction). We also
calculate which type of customer-employee perceptual bias
alignment is needed to achieve perceptual congruence under
these three contextual factors. Our model may guide service
managers how to manage perceptual biases - considering their
service design characteristics to achieve perceptual congruence.

Formative Measurements in
Operations Management Research:
Using Partial Least Squares
Lu Xu and Xianghui Peng
The partial least squares (PLS) approach to structural
equation modeling (SEM) appears across a wide array of
business research publications including those in operations
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management (OM). However, our summary of PLS use in
the OM literature suggests some concerns and issues. First,
the debate on the use of PLS-SEM is intensifying instead
of being mediated despite the increasing use of PLS-SEM.
Second, a lack of clarity exists among OM researchers
about the use of reflective and formative measurements for
constructs. Third, the validation of formative measurement is
not routinely conducted in studies, which supports the need to
summarize and illustrate the validation procedure of formative
measurement. Without addressing these questions, the rigor
involved in selecting reflective versus formative measures
especially in OM fields is compromised. This research
summarizes the procedures for choosing and validating
formative measurement. We provide an illustrative OM
example to demonstrate how the speciﬁc steps are applied.
Through proactive selection and judicious operationalization
of the measurement model and appropriate comparisons of
the overall research model effectiveness based on criteria such
as the R2 of the dependent variable OM researchers provide a
tool to help them extend existing theoretical frameworks and
explore new theories.

ISO 14001 Standard: Literature Review
and Theory-Based Research Agenda
Marco Sartor, Guido Orzes, Anne Touboulic,
Giovanna Culot, and Guido Nassimbeni
Environmental sustainability has gained momentum in the
business world and academia. After about twenty years of
research in this field, this paper presents an holistic literature
review specifically focused on ISO 14001, which is widely
considered the most important environmental certification.
We apply an antecedents-process-consequences framework in
order to analyze systematically the scientific debate in this
field. We identify six streams of ISO 14001 research, i.e.,
drivers, barriers, tools and methods, impact on performances,
enabling factors affecting adoption and performances.
We then summarize these research streams and highlight
conflicting results and unexplored research areas. Finally, we
propose a theory based research agenda.

Coach’s Corner
Maintaining Motivation
By J.R. McGee
I recently received a very interesting question
from one of my readers that I thought was
extremely appropriate for many of us: “J.R.,
I’ve been at my job now for almost two
years. I love the people that I work with,
but I feel that the work I’m doing may be a
waste of time. I’ve been spending the past
year churning out documents that, in my
opinion, will never be read or used. How do
I stay motivated in this type of environment?
I really want my work and my life to mean
something!” C.M., US Air Force
C.M., you have hit upon something almost
all of us have to deal with at some point
in our careers. Boring, meaningless tasks
that seem to be a waste of time are far too
common. First off, my pet peeves are about
the answers you are probably getting to
your questions about why you are doing
something stupid… “That’s the way we’ve
always done it around here.” Or even worse,
“You haven’t been here long enough to tell us
how it should be done.” Combine that with
the infuriating, “I don’t care how you did
it at your last job” and you have the perfect
trifecta of stupidity. Bureaucracy is a cliché
but only because it is so prevalent. Many of
us have simply “sucked it up” and just done
what we were told. Others have become very
creative in how they deal with the boredom
and the drudgery this entails.
The first thing I encourage you to do is to be
proactive and ask around. Find out if anyone
actually does use your report. Let’s face
it—we don’t know everything or everybody
in most organizations that are larger than
500 people. There may be someone you don’t
know about who truly does depend on your
information in order to do his/her job. Time
to do some detective work to find out. The
second task is to see if you can change or
modify your report to contain information
that is indeed useful to a particular audience.
We have spent years talking about paying
attention to the Voice of the Customer. Here
is a prime opportunity to do just that. Never
forget, if we just do something to make our
boss happy without understanding what
the user really needs or wants, the intended

audience will not use our product. Talk to
the people in each of the departments or
the directorates that receive your report and
ask them what they need. Ask them how
they use it and what would they like to see.
Most importantly, ask them what format
or structure would help them most in order
to enhance your report’s usefulness to a
broader audience.
Another aspect we need to be sensitive to is
the incredible amount of information each
of us receives every day: phone calls, e-mails,
links, packages, mailings, FedEx, UPS, and
meeting notes and conference proceedings.
All of it potentially useful…most of it
simply noise.
Some people get incredibly creative with how
they handle the large amount of information
we are inundated with in today’s workplace.
I once worked for a senior director in a
very large aerospace firm who showed me
his method for dealing with large piles of
documents and reports in his inbox. While
in his office one day, he asked me to hand
him a large FedEx box. He then began to
stuff it with everything that was in his
inbox. Somewhat incredulous (I was still
naive), I asked him what he was doing. He
looked at me with a smile and said he was
“determining the priority” of his workload.
I thought for a minute and had to admit that
I could not for the life of me figure this one
out. He laughed and said “I’m mailing this
to myself via three-day mail.” Why I asked…
still slow on the uptake here. He said, “If
anyone comes in and asks for something, I
can honestly say “It hadn’t arrived yet. When
it gets here I’ll get back to you.” If no one
asks anything about any of it in three days,
it can’t be that important and I’ll have my
admin file it.” I have to admit, it was very
creative. And I tried it a couple of times…
but it didn’t work for me.
I took, and continue to take, a different
approach very much like not asking for
permission, which we covered in a previous
column. Before you engage with this
strategy, do your homework. Ask around.

Often there is a need for information that
we don’t see because of poor communication
and “stove piping” in our organizations.
For your precise situation, if I am tasked
with writing or analyzing a report or other
document that I can’t find anyone using or
caring about, I simply don’t distribute it for
a month. I do it… I just don’t send it out. If
no one asks for it in the following month, I
produce the report for the second month, but
again I just don’t distribute it. If no one has
asked for it the second month, I produce the
document for a third month and continue
to sit on it. If someone finally asks about
the report, I go to my files, produce it, and
give them a copy while offering an apology
on why they were “inadvertently left off of
distribution.” In almost every single case
where I took this action, no one ever asked
me for the paperwork. After three months, I
never did it again, and I never looked back.
This process has the advantage that if
someone you were unaware of actually needs
the document, you have already done the
work, and they can’t say you were negligent.
If they don’t, you have proven this is indeed
a worthless report.
I understand that you work for the
government (I was also in the Air Force back
when rubber bands were the aircraft motor
of choice) and I am very familiar with all the
paperwork and reports that are required. It
can be maddening to have to spend time and
effort on something we think is worthless.
My challenge to you is to find a way to make
it useful and use what you are creating to
change the reality from a stupid exercise in
bureaucracy into an activity that adds value
by creating what people need instead of
something that “just meets requirements.”
J. R. McGee
Founder and CEO
1248 Queen Street, Pottstown Pa 19464
www.x-slg.com
610-212-6728
A Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned
Small Business
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